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RADIO PSYCHIANA 
SERIES FOR DR. FRANK B. ROBINSON 

SUCCES~ #5 

MUSIC 

.ANNOUNCER 

Cannily Nature unwinds the cocoon of Life. She has subtle ways •• 

buds burst forth from their dor.mani-hiding at her bidding. Birds 

come winging to lend their notes of harmony at eventide. And in 

the midst of this awakening, do you remain a wqpderer in the 

middle mists? Knowing not wither ~hou goest •• nor seeing beyond 

your own futile hope? You seek in vain for an intangible thread 

of faith that will lead you on to the goal of your ambitions. Would 

you grasp that strand with a firm hand should it be offered to you 

now? Take it then •• follow with us as we are transported into a 

place set apart •• Moscow, Idaho •• Ther) tall, stro~g, swaying pines 

hover over the home of a simple man. For Dr. Frank B. Robinson, 

founder of Psychiana, is that •• despite the fact that he has attained 

world fame as a noted psychologist and a great _leader. He too, 

was frustrated by seemingly overwhelming odds until he learned the 

truths of his great faith known as the GOD LAW •• That is the strand 

of faith that you too may grasp •• and discover with thousands of 

others how this powerful force pervading our universe, actually 

works . Through contact with the GOD LAW you will find infinite 

peace. Your guide , thru the medium of radio will take you to this 

haven of contentment where you will hear the actual voice of · 

Dr. Frank B. Robinson 

MUSIC SWELLS 

ANNOUNCER 

We are now in Moscow, Idaho -- This chosen spot reflects the 

spirit of a great teacher and leader. It is to the home of . 
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ANNOUNCER ( con t ) 

Dr. ~~1=3 . Robinson tha t we are approaching. Here tens of 

thousands before us have traveled bewildered -- to go on~ radiant 

and vibrant with new hopes. You say - "But my problems are so 

great -- they are beyond the scope of human aid". We are spurred 

on remembering those who had faith~-~ose who learned the power 

of the God Law revealed in Psychiana. Surely thenJ there is no 

reason why we should hesitate - swayed .forever by an overpower ing 

sense of doubt. Here is the life line which we have groped for. 
t(;(f7tl\4 

It is ours if we but take it, and here is Dr. Robinson's «*ggy -

he awaits .our coming there. Listen - those strains of pipe organ 

music bid us rest - -

MUSIC SWELLS 1@ Sec. FADE 

ANNOUNCER 

fe.e:l with -me a sense-d! s-tabf-H "b-T, C'ertainty i:n very we.Pmth-e-f 

tb;s 

have 
~A.-

raa..rt Warm sunlight on a mighty organ - and the man we 

sought, Dr. Robinson.t -fA..A~ ~'lt:IA;l ~.:J;:,-:-i ;.~ 
""~"" ..(- I) ..t._;l,.... .( # 1'1 J • ...-uJ ~ ~ ,..,_ v, 

DOCTOR 1 

1- am gl a.Q it ~o.u ;te el . st;cepsta ·>i.fiou= taj.,& .J:.O.Qm. 

I ll-AT J: ~~ l ~ns.,tf'"MY a M is yours, a place where you may pour out your 

soul. Here you ..a find an end to your worr ies. 
114'1 

G~ f~J 
We know of those who have • e~ before us. Their lot is enviable. 

How can we who are uncertai~find the way to success? 

'/~ uf ~ ~ ~ ~ 7:.~~1)_ t<Y-
those who have found success . A letter rignt here on 

my desk is a very fine example. A student has written, "Dear Dr. 
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DOCTOR ( cont) 

Robinson. Not so long ago I thought sure we were headed for 

the poorhouse. Now, '811•••,. things are beginning to come to 

us at last. Everything is brighter -- and life seems good once 

again." 

GUIDE 

What more tangible evidence could one ask than that! 

DOCTOR 

This letter states far simpler than I could ever state, one of the 

most important facts connected with the power of the great God Law. 

This woman says that she would have been in the poorhouse, had she 

not recognized the existence of the power of the Great God ReaLm. 

Of course she would, and perhaps have been in a worse situation 

than that. But in the very moment that she recognized the power 

that was near to her all the time, here and now, that oonsciusness 

alone was able to steer her course of life away from poverty. 

It is not possible to know the existing power of the Great God Realm, 

and get inside of any poorhouse. 

GUIDE 

I noticed that this woman also said things became brighter -

DOCTOR 

That was her entire physical and mental being, becaning brighter, 

being illuminated by the present existence of a power so far 

superior to anything she had ever known before, that it just simply 

fascinated her , an~ like a magnet drawing to itself iron filing~ 

her life began to draw to itself the things she needed . 

GUIDE 

Like a magnet? - - that's an in~eresting illustration. 
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DOCTOR 

Let's carry it farther still. Here is a magnet lying on ~ table. 

jou say it has no power in it. You cannot see any power. You can 

touch both poles of that magnet and you cannot FEEL any power. Yet 

it exists there just the same. And if you think it doesn't just 

drop a few iron filings on a paper and push the magnet easily 
1'h {P'r 

toward ~. First t he smallest particles will begin to slide to 

the poles of the magnet, then the larger particles. Have you ever 

watched that experiment?~ f' 
GUIDE 

I have- a~d if you put the magnet in the middle of the ·pile of 

iron filingsit will become absolutely covered with the fili~ 

DOCTOR 

The same is true ~ the power of the great God-Law. 

GUIDE 

That makes it very clear -- in other words you can't see it, you 

can't feel it -

DOCTOR 

But just begin putting your life close to it and see how it will 

cover you·with its benefits and blessings! Blessings both mater-

ially and spiritually. 

GUIDE 

It does seem as though every great law of Nature is an invisible Law. 

DOCTOR 

And every power of nature is an invis.ible power. True it manifests 

in a material way, but the power itself is absolutely unseen. This 

is doubly a fact when dealing with spiritual power. 
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GUIDE 

And - I suppose electricit~ would apply too. You can't see electricity, 

but you can see its effects. 

DOCTOR 

Exactly -- and the effects of electricity are nothing m~e nor less than 

the manifestation of the great God Law. 

GUIDE 

And when this law is manifest in a human life -

DOCTOR 

Here is what hapens. Read this letter. 

GUIDE 

Dear Dr. Robinson -- I am writing to tell you that we are allowed to 

keep our farm at least another year. I can truly say that the God 

Law works. Our future looks brighter and I can never thank you enough 

for bringing~ur teaching to our notice." 

DOCTOR 

That students name is Mrs. Smart -

GUIDE 

I see that she lives in New Brunswick Eastern Canada. You must get 

letters from all over the world Doctor., 

DOCTOR 

From all over the world and fran the far corners of the world. This 

letter will interest you. Postmarked January 31st, 1938 -- and look 

where it c~me from-

GUIDE 

Candle Alaska -- why that's in the Arctic Circle isn't it. 

DOCTOR 

Almost. And here's an exerpt from the letter: 
The student writes: 
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DOCTOR (cont.) 

"Dear Dr. Robinson The God Law Works and how it is working for me. 

I am so happy to know this great la;/that I don't know which way to 

turn. The ghings I could not do before, now seem so simple - just 

like pla~~verything is opening up t~ me and I will soon be sitting 

on top of the world with all I ever need." -- thanks to Psychiana. 

GUIDE 

The story seems to be the same always, over and over again 

thanks to Psychiana. I'd like to ask you a question -- just to hear 

your answer, Doctor. -- the question is this: "Why does everyone 

need Psychiana?" 

DOCTOR 

That's an excellent question and the answer -- is simply that 

Psychiana is the most dynamic religious teaching this world has ever 
~~-
~, and the only teaching as far as I know which proves that the 

power of the God Realm can not only be contacted, but can be used 

here and now for the attainment of every right desire. 

GUIDE 

And you nat.urally - feel an ob~igation to spread these truths --

DOCTOR 

I feel futy bound, in view of the fact. that my own life was revolu

tionized to · such a marvelous extent to continue this fi~ht for the 

truths of the God Realm just as long as I have the ability to continue 

it. I am very happy to notice too, that more ministers are teaching 

the present existence of the realm of the spirit of God. I have no 

word of criticism for any religious organization. I would do anything 

in my power to help them see the light --. Of oo urse the world will 

go around just the same whether one does - or doesn't discover these 
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DOCTOR (cent.) 

truths. You can either avail yourself ot them or not. But in the 

fullness of time which is not very far away, this picture of the God 

Realm which Psychiana paints will have to be recognized by civilization. 

GUIDE 

I suppose - as is true in all great teachings - many attempts have 

been made to upset these truths. 

DOCTOR. 

Many attempts indeed. But it has been marvelously protected, as I 

predicted it would be, through the very power which we believe in 

and teach. Truth crushed to earth is never crushed for very long. 

It always rises -- for truth is God and there can be nothing higher. 

GUIDE 

I noticed that there was a recent article in Time Magazine conceD1ing 

this teaching of yours, Doctor. 

DOCTOR 

Comments from newspapers and magazines throughout the world are 

pouring into our international headquarters here in Moscow, Idaho . 

GUIDE 

Well, Dr. Robinson, what do you do in a case where the student 

of Psychiana is absolutely dissatisfied? Suppose for instance that 

he or she starts to study and then finds he doesn't like it - or 

doesn't want it. 

DOCTOR 

"" given an absolute ironclad ~ 

do is return the lessons and~ 

Every student who enrolls with me is 

guarantee that all he or she has to 

check for whatever has been paid is gladly and cheerfully refunded. 

Understand that this teaching is not operated for profit. It has 
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DOCTOR (cont) 

never been operated for profit. If the making of money were the object
1

:... .. 

if Psychiana were a commercial money making scheme it would have died 

a natural death a long time ago. 

GUIDE 

But with evidence all over the world of the true power of Psychiana 

Dr. Robinson, we are eager to set forth with new courage, eager to 

hasten our journey toward realization. But before we go, would you 

be kind enough to play just one more song at your organ -- that we 

may depart with our hearts truly full of joy. 

DOCTOR 

It will be a pleasure to play for you again.~ / ~ ~ tLIJ.. ~ 
GUIDE ~· 

As the notes of your beautiful music pour forth, Doctor, may I read 

this radio message that you have prepared especially for these 

broadcasts 

ORGAN 
GUIDE 

To my radio frienQs - Dr. Robinson addresses this letter -- whoever 

you are- whateyer you want to become-- write to me personally--

let me share your problems. I will gladly send you my 6000 word 

digest free -- which in itself will start you on the path to new 

adventures · -- new discoveries. Address your card -- Dr. Frank B. 

Robinson, Moscow Idaho. Dr. Robinson has also asked me to tell you 

that he will send you a picture of himself along with his free 

6000 word digest -- a picture of Dr. Robinson just as he sits here 

now peaceful, contented, playing his own magnificent organ. so --

write to him today. Learn the truths of the God Law aa revealed 
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GUIDE (cont) 

in Psychiana -- as countless thousands have done in 67 different 

countries throughout the civilized world. Address -Dr. Frank B. 

Robinson, Moscow, Idaho. 

THWE UP 

ANNOUNCER (cold) 

The Key to a richer.life is rn your hands -- take it -- and unlock 

the door to all the happiness you can use. Unlock the door by 

simply sending a postcard to Dr. Frank B. Robinson, Moscow, 

Idaho, or to the station which brings you this message of hope 

and encouragement . You will receive immediately a handsome photo

graph of Dr. Robinson and the 6000 word digest which describes the 

very first revelation of the power of Psychiana. These will be 

sent at no cost to you , if you write today - to Dr. Frank B. 

Robinson, Moscow Idaho , spelled M 0 S C 0 W, or in care of this 

st~tion 

THEME UP RUN TO TIME CUE: 
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